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In 2008 the University of Tartu continued fieldwork on the hill forts of southern Estonia. Excavations with the aim to date the sites took place on three prehistoric forts – Vareste, Erumäe and Tilleoru.

The hill fort of Vareste (Vareste Liinamägi) (Valk 2008, 319–320) is located in County of Võrumaa, Räpina parish, Vareste village, on the eastern shore of the River Võhandu, ca. 100 m south-west of Sõrra farmstead. The fort lies on the northern end of a north–south directional, ca. 150 m long oblong hill just upon the bank of the high (ca. 20 m) river valley. When measured from the flat plateau on the land side, the hill is 6–7 m high. The highest, northern end of the ridge has been separated from the rest of it by a moat; the soil from it has been heaped up into a ca. 2.5 m high rampart. A smaller, ca. 0.5 m high rampart with a shallow moat-like depression on the inner side can be observed on the northern edge of the hill. The hill fort area is 1000–1200 m², but most of it is uneven, sloping towards the edges. Between the higher part of the hill and the river valley there is a lower plateau with the width of ca. 5 m. The location of the fort at the river and its rather weak fortifications enabled to suggest a Viking Age date for it.

The excavation plot (20 × 1 m) stretched from the flat hill top until the beginning of the steep northern slope of the hill, cutting also the low northern rampart (Figs. 1; 2). When cutting the rampart, made of loam and sand of different colour and consistence, an intensive layer of brands and charcoal was discovered in the bottom of the trench. The brands originate from timber that had supported the rampart from both sides. The diameter of the thickest charred log was up to 25 cm. The fortifications had been built in one stage. A ¹⁴C-sample from the external year rings of one brand gave the result 1730±60 BP (cal. 95.4% 135–423 AD)¹ and a sample from another yielded the date 1647±60 BP (cal. 95.4% 255–542 AD).² The overlapping part of the two samples, originating from the same fire, refers to the mid-3rd – early 5th century, i.e. to the Roman Iron Age.

¹ Tn-3162.  
² Tn-3163.
Digging the yard of the fort revealed no traces of a cultural layer. The soil was light brown and turned into natural sand or gravel at the depth of 25–30 cm. In spite of sieving, only one fragment of coarse hand-made pottery was found (Fig. 3). The absence of a cultural layer gives evidence of a short-time use of the fort. Evidently, it must have perished in fire rather soon after it became to function.

Just below the hill fort, between the fort and the river there is a flat, evidently levelled more-or-less triangular plateau that lies ca. 1 m above the low area, flooded at high water. The plateau with its 54 m long side along the slope of the river valley stretches ca. 25 m westwards. The levelled area was most suitable for controlling traffic on the river, and also for harbour activities. A place suitable for landing the ships or boats is located just north of the triangular ‘peninsula’ where the stream of the river is weaker. The test pits revealed, however, no cultural layer on the plateau. A $^{14}$C-sample from charcoal fragments collected from the 30 cm
thick brownish soil in the depth of up to 25 cm from an area of 2 m² gave a later date, not related to the hill fort: 222±55 BP (cal. 95.4% 1516–1597, 1617–1707, 1719–1826, 1832–1885, 1913–1955 AD).³

The hill fort of Erumäe (Erumäe kants) is situated in County of Tartumaa, Nõo parish, historical Uueküla (presently Vahesaare) village. The hill fort and settlement of Alt-Laari are also located in its close vicinity (the distance of ca. 300 m) (see Lillak & Valk Rescue Excavations on Alt-Laari ..., this volume). The plateau of the fort extends from north-west to south-east for 80 m and is approximately 40 m wide, with a total area of ca. 2500 m². The southern and south-eastern side of the plateau is edged by a rampart that is up to 4.5 m high; the height of the rampart on the western side of the plateau is 1–2 m. On the other sides of the plateau, protected by a steep slope of a deep natural valley, the rampart is absent.

In 1982 a trial trench (1 × 5 m) was made in the northern part of the western rampart by Evald Tõnisson. He found nothing but remains of several layers of charred logs that were dated to the 11th–13th centuries (Tõnisson 2008, 298–299).

In July 2008 two excavation plots were made on the hill fort with the hope to get more precise information about the chronology of the site

³ Tn-3164.
(Fig. 4). The first of them, with the total area of 28 m², was situated mainly on the inner side of the southern rampart, with a 1 × 4 m trench cutting its inner part (Fig. 5). The cultural layer on the hill fort yard was of low intensity. The light brown soil changed gradually into intact natural ground – brownish-yellow sand at the depth of 35–45 cm. Some pottery fragments, mostly from coarse hand-made vessels (Figs. 8: 1; 9: 2), but also some wheel-thrown sherds (Fig. 8: 5) were found. Neither construction remains nor fireplaces were discovered from the plateau. A ¹⁴C-sample from dispersed charcoal particles in the lowest part of the cultural layer (30–45/48 cm below the ground level) gave the result 1479±90 BP (cal. 95.4% 383–694, 703–706, 748–765 AD).¹

The rampart was made of sand; though in the depth of 1.45 m a charred log fragment was found. Evidently, it was not in the original position, but had fallen there when the burning rampart collapsed. A ¹⁴C-date from the brand gave the result 1031±70 BP (cal. 95.4% 784–787, 826–841, 862–1172 AD).² In the same area also burnt remains of a thin (until 1 cm thick) charred board with the preserved width of 26 cm were found.

The second excavation plot (Figs. 6; 7), a 1 m wide trench with the total area of 10 m² cut the inner side of the ca. 3 m high rampart on the south-eastern side of the hill fort, stretching also for 2 m to the horizontal plateau. The plot was located in the area where the height of the rampart began to reduce quickly, due to the growing depth of the hill slope. The surface of this part of the rampart had been damaged by some pits, probably originating from the World War II. To get more information about the cultural layer on the plateau, the investigated area in the yard was extended with a 4 × 2 m excavation plot that was added to the trench in autumn 2008.

The rampart was made of fine sand that had fallen to the yard area after the timber constructions had perished in fire. Inside the rampart first some occasional brands were found but in its bottom, at the former ground level a compact layer of fallen brands was discovered. The brands had fallen from different directions in the course of a fire. This is shown by the fact that the two burning layers (Fig. 7: A and B) that first seemed to originate from different fires and to designate different construction stages of

¹ Tln-3156.
² Tln-3155.
the rampart met deep inside it. In this area in the layer of charcoal also several remains of flat charred boards were found. The maximal preserved width of the boards was in one case 23 and 25 cm; their maximal thickness was 3 cm and 4 cm, respectively. The boards had probably lined the inner side of the rampart. Most of the investigated ground had fallen from its original position after the timber inner wall of the rampart had collapsed; its presumed original location was reached only when a cave-like extension was made in the eastern end of the excavation plot in the bottom of the rampart (Fig. 7). The presumed original location of the inner wall, supported by a layer of brown clay, was in the distance of ca. 8 m from the present-day inner edge of the rampart (in fact, the heap of the rampart soil fallen and eroded into the edge of the hill fort yard).

It seems likely that on the inner side of the rampart there had been some light timber buildings or a shelter that had burnt down before its collapse – this was evinced by an even, 1–2 cm thick burned layer that covered intact natural sand and was covered by the bigger brands and fallen sand.

On the hill fort plateau, where in all an area of 10 m² was excavated, the cultural layer was of low intensity.
It consisted of light brown (close to the rampart brownish-pink) sand which was replaced by intact natural sand in the depth of ca. 30 cm. The sand contained some fragments of wheel-thrown pottery with thin walls and decorated with line ornamentation (Fig. 8: 3, 4, 6; Fig. 9: 3–6); in one case also wave ornamentation was found. Some fragments of coarse hand-made pottery similar to that from excavation plot 1, a piece of striated pottery (Fig. 8: 2), and a piece of iron slag were also found.

The profile of excavation plot II (Fig. 7) shows that the rampart was built in one stage. As in both excavation plots of 2008, remains of similar charred boards were found, the high rampart seems to have been heaped up in the course of the same construction works. Since the cultural layer on the yard was of low intensity and as there were no traces of life activities in the presumed area of buildings on the inner side of the rampart, the fort has been of very short-time use at the time when the rampart existed.

Two $^{14}$C-samples from the brands in excavation plot II, originating from the same fire, gave the following results: 1040±60 BP (cal. 95.4%
Fig. 6  Excavation plot II on Erumäe hill fort.
Jn 6.  Erumäe linnuse II kaevand.
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881–1157 AD)\(^6\) and 890±55 BP (cal. 95.4% 1027–1252 AD).\(^7\) The overlapping part of these dates is 1027–1157 AD. The \(^1^4\)C-dates from the brands do not enable us to get a clear and unambiguous date for constructing the rampart. When considering also the 8 calibrated dates from Evald Tõnisson’s trial excavations on the western rampart (2008, 298–299), the overlapping part of all the 11 dates covers the late 1150s. The lack of crossbow bolts also enables us to suggest that the fort was not besieged by the crusaders in the early 13th century. This enables us to suggest rather a mid-12th century date.

The hand-moulded pottery from both excavation plots refers to some settlement of the hill fort area also before constructing the main rampart, but it remains unclear whether the settlement unit was protected from the land side, i.e. south, or not. The \(^1^4\)C-date from the bottom of the cultural layer in excavation plot I and the fragment of striated pottery from plot II indicate life activities on the site in the second quarter of the 1st millennium AD.

Tilleoru (Tilleoru Kantsimägi) hill fort is located in County of Võrumaa, Kanepi parish, Varbuse village, immediately west of the historical Tartu–Võru road. Excavations were undertaken there to get information about the date of the latest construction stage of the mighty rampart with the height of 4.3 m on the inner and 4.5 m

---

\(^6\) Tln-3157.

\(^7\) Tln-3161.
Fig. 9. Pottery profiles from Tilleoru (1) and Erumäe (2–6) hill forts.

In 9. Savinõukildude profiilid Tilleoru (1) ja Erumäe (2–6) linnustelt.
(TÜ 1703:7; 1694: 12, 51, 116, 52, 45.)
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Fig. 10. View of the excavation plot of Tilleoru from the area in front of the rampart. View from the north-west.
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on the outer side (here measured from the bottom of the 17 m wide and presently ca. 0.8 cm deep moat); earlier fieldwork of 2005 (Valk 2006, 127–130) had given no information on this question. A trench (1 × 10 m), deepened stair-wise in the central part, was made on top of the rampart, at rather similar distances from its northern and southern end (Figs. 10–12). The aim of the work was to find possible charred remains of the timber constructions from the latest stage of the fortifications; they were expected to have preserved as brands under the sand of the collapsed rampart.
The central part of the rampart was made of loam and sand that contained some rare fragments of hand-made pottery (Figs. 9: 1; 13: 1–3), including a coarse sherd with dots at the edge (Fig. 13: 1) – similar to those on the so-called Röuge-type ware, but not penetrating the rim. From the fill soil also sherds of black vessels with a smoothed surface (Fig. 13: 4, 5) and an iron awl (Fig. 13: 6) were found. The finds come, probably, from the cultural layer of the settlement that existed in front of the rampart, including the area of the moat, and which had been heaped up into the rampart. From a cluster of charcoal particles in fine sand (Fig. 12: II: A) that was expected to originate from a fireplace of the rampart builders also a $^{14}$C-sample was collected: it gave the date 1290±75 BP (cal. 95.4% 610–895, 927–935 AD).\(^8\) The charcoal may originate, however, also from the removed settlement layers in front of the rampart.

\(^8\) Tln-3165.
A layer of burning (up to 5 cm sand with traces of ashes and charcoal particles) appeared in the rampart in the depth of 225 cm from its top. The AMS-date from the charcoal particles (Fig. 12: II: B) gave the result 1435±40 BP (cal. 68.2% 595–655 AD or 95.4% 550–660 AD).\(^9\) Another burnt layer (or just patch of charcoal particles?) in the depth of 345 cm from the top of the rampart – access to it was gained by boring – was AMS-dated to 1400±40 BP (cal. 68.2% 610–660 AD or 95.4% 570–680 AD)\(^9\) (Fig. 12: II: C). This layer lies only ca. 80 cm higher than the level on the plateau of the fort (and ca. 1 m higher than the expected original ground level).

As no remains of charred timber fortifications that might be related to the last stage of the rampart were found from the slopes, it seems likely that the last stage of the rampart of Tilleoru Kantsimägi has remained unfinished.

Some test pits were made also on the hill Tilleoru Rõõmumägi, located on the bank of the same river valley, ca. 100 m south of Kantsimägi and separated from it by a crossing valley. Tilleoru Rõõmumägi had been included in the list of Estonian hill forts by Eerik Laid (1923, 115; 1933, 24) but, as a result of Harri Moora’s inventory in 1951 (Moora 1951, 4–5) it has not been regarded a hill fort any more. The flat plateau of the hill, and especially the southern end where the slope was evidently artificially steepened, still enabled to suggest human activities there. From a test

---

\(^9\) Hela-1860.

\(^{10}\) Hela-1859.
pit made at the path leading to the southern end of the hill a thin layer of charcoal was found under the layer of disturbed red soil in the depth of ca. 55 cm (similar stratigraphy had been discovered also in a test pit made on the other side of the path in 2005). An AMS-dated sample taken from the charcoal gave the result 980±35 BP (cal. 95.4% 990–1160 AD or 68.2% 1010–1050 AD, 1080–1150 AD).\(^{11}\) From other test pits made on the hill, however, no remains of charcoal or cultural layer were found.
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2008. a suvel tegi Tartu Ülikool provkivavemisi Vareste, Erumäe ja Tilleoru linnamäel eesmärgiga täpsustada muististe dateeringut.

Vareste linnamägi (Räpina khh) asub Võhandu jõe järsu kaldalinnus serval paikneva künkna põhipoolse otsal, mis on ülejäänud seljakust eraldatud valli ja kraaviga. 20 × 1 m proovitränse (jn 1; 2) kulges üle linnuseööde, lõigates ka künkna põhipsarvel olevat madalat valli. Kultuurkiht puudus, sõelumisel leiti vaid üks savinõukild (jn 3). Saviiliivast vall on ehitatud ühes järgus; selle sise- ja väliskülg on toestatud puutkonstruktsioonidega, mille tukkides võetud süsinikuprovaid andsid kalibreeritud tulemuse 135–423 pKr ja 255–542 pKr. Vahetult linnamäe all jõe kaldapeal, lammialt on 1 m kõrgem paiknev tasane, ilmselt tasandatud kolmnurkne plattoo (u 1350 m²) on ala, mis sobib hästi jõeliklikse kontrollimiseks ja sadamakoha tugialaks ning mille rajamine seostub tõenäoliselt linnusega. Kultuurkihti siit ei avastatud ning süsinikuprovandis eri vahekeses 16.–20. saj viitava tulemuse.

Erumäe kantsile (Nõo khh) tehtud kaevanditest (jn 4) asus esimene (28 m²) kõrge lõunavalli keskohaaüres (jn 5). Proovitränsee rõõkis 4 m ulatuses ka valli sisekülg. Õuepinna määrud on liiga alaosa, kui korjatud sõeosakuestatud võetud süsinikuprovand asids kalibreeritud tulemused 383–894, 703–706, 748–765 pKr. Valliliivas liidunud varises enam tukist võetud süeproov vitab ajahemikle 784–787, 826–841, 862–1172 pKr.


Mõlemas kaevandis leiti valli siseküüljel olevat alalt väheintensiivse kultuurkihist (pruunikast liivast) mõned savinõukildud (jn 8; 9; 2–6), mis pärinevad nii 12.–13. sajandit keldreraamistest kui ka käsitsi valmistatud nõudest. Leiti ka üks riibitud keraamika kate ning rauaalaküttik.

Tilleoru Kantsimäel (Kanepe khh), mille ööepinda ja valliotsi oli uuritud 2005. tehti valli keskel 10 × 1 m suurune, keskosas astmeliselt süvenev provkivaeand (jn 10; 11). Loodeti leida sitt, mis võimaldaks dateerida valli viime järgu ehitamist. Vallipinna sest, mis pärineb selle es olnud asulakohta kaevatud vallikraavi alalt, leiti käsikeraamikakilde, sh servades lohukraavi nõu katke, ja raudnaaskel (jn 9; 13; 12). Välliharjast vastavalt 229 cm ja 345 cm sügavusel (linnuse ööepinnast 80 cm kõrgemal) olnud õhukkest põlenguvirudest saadud süeproovit andsid sarnase tulemuse: 550–660 pKr ja 570–690 pKr.

Mõned surfid tehti ka Tilleoru Kantsimäest sada koot meetrit läänes olevale Rõõmumäele, mida E. Laid pidas linnamäeks, kuid mille H. Moora oli viimaste seast välja arvanud. Kultuurkiht mäelt ei leitud, kuid künkna järsustatud lääneotsast, mille madalduvat pinda oli platoeserva tasandamiseks liivaga täitetud, suudab liig 55 cm sügavusel olevat õhukesest põlengukihist süeproovit. See andis kalibreeritud tulemuseks 990–1160 pKr.